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INTRODUCTION
Before developing the Hawaii Agribusiness Plan, the
Agribusiness Development Corporation (ADC)
resolved to understand the numerous reports and
plans prompted by the legislature and other
agricultural interests; to identify the organizational,
procedural, and substantive hurdles preventing the
ADC from operating as effectively as anticipated; and
to assimilate these reports and plans into a coherent
and comprehensive plan to expand agriculture in
Hawaii.
The earliest of these efforts was the 1997 Legislative
Reference Bureau (“LRB” or “Bureau”) Report No. 2
[“Plan(ing) Is Not A Four-Letter Word: A Formative
Evaluation of the Agribusiness Development
Corporation”]. That year, the Bureau made seven
recommendations, including recommendations that
ADC be given more time and sufficient staffing to
meet its mandates; that deadlines be imposed for the
development of a strategic plan; and that the ADC
mission be clarified.
None of the seven
recommendations were followed or acted upon.
In 2007, the LRB conducted a follow-up study (“Agribusiness Development
Corporation: Revisited”), in response to Act 267, Session Laws of Hawaii 2006. The
2007 Report noted that the ADC had yet to prepare a Hawaii agribusiness plan and,
as set forth in Act 267, solicited input from governmental agencies and stakeholders
in the agricultural industry to identify the necessary elements of a Hawaii agribusiness
plan. The Bureau identified and sent out fifty-four letters to governmental agencies
and industry stakeholders asking for their input to this legislative request. The bulk of
the report was a compilation and discussion of the responses that the Bureau received
in response to its inquiry.
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The 2007 Report pointedly stated that
the Legislature should decide whether
the ADC should be an all-expansive
agency or whether it should be more
focused on what it was then doing at
• Further studies would be
the time in 2007. In 2013, the
redundant; ADC should
Legislature began allocating tens of
focus its resources on
millions of dollars to the ADC towards
implementing existing
acquiring agricultural lands from private
studies
landowners such as the Galbraith
• Key elements of an
Agricultural Lands, and other vacant
agribusiness plan are already
plantation lands to transition these
set forth in section 163Dlands into smaller diversified farms.
5(a), HRS
Since then, ADC shifted its focus to
• ADC’s role in the growth of
developing, remediating, improving
agriculture should be
and making these lands available to the
redefined to avoid
agricultural community, the foundations
overlapping with the roles of
that are fundamental to successfully
other agencies and
expand diversified agriculture before it
organizations
casts its wide net over other areas of
agribusiness. Those foundations and
therefore ADC’s goals are 1) Land
Acquisition and Development, 2) Irrigation System Development and Maintenance,
and 3) Improving Components of the Food System.

The 2007 Report found that the
predominant sentiment of the
stakeholders were:

Land Acquisition
& Development

Irrigation System
Development &
Maintenance

Improve
Components of the
Food System

PURCHASE/
EXECUTIVE ORDER/
LAND EXCHANGE

RESERVOIR
DEVELOPMENT

GROWING
HARVESTING
PROCESSING
PACKAGING
DISTRIBUTING
CONSUMING
RECYCLING
MARKETING

INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT/
MAINTENANCE

SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT/
MAINTENANCE
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ADC Framework for Increased Agricultural Productivity Land Acquisition &
Development: The ADC manages 22,000 acres on the island of Kauai and Oahu. Of
the 22,000 acres it manages, 13,900 acres have commercial value and are considered
ideal lands for agriculture production. The remainder is comprised of gulches,
ravines, ditches, and roadways. To date, the ADC issued license agreements and
permits to agriculture operations for long-term use of 8,000+ acres, which represents
over 60% of its total land inventory. Keeping large tracts of former plantation lands in
agriculture and providing long-term licenses and leases to agricultural operations are
the key elements to building the agriculture sector of the future.
Goal: Acquire and develop productive agricultural lands for agricultural
development
Objective(s):
1. To maximize utilization (100% occupancy) of ADC agricultural land resources
for diversified agribusiness.
2. To implement the State’s goal to double local food production and
consumption.
3. To reduce food imports.
4. To acquire and make agriculture lands available for production.
5. Educate the public on the importance of local agriculture and farming to our
state economy and food supply during this COVID-19 pandemic.
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LAND ACQUISITION
& DEVELOPMENT

ACTION ITEMS

OAHU
•
•

•
•

Acquire additional acres into ADC land inventory (5 to 7 years). Selected parcels will be
purchased to protect agriculture status and availability.
Convert an additional 1,000 acres of vacant land to productive diversified agriculture
status (1 to 3 years). Selected parcels will be targeted for land preparation including
tree clearing and amending the conditions of the soil.
Develop and implement a crop rotation framework that includes both livestock and
crops (1 to 3 years).
Develop facilities and infrastructure to accommodate agriculture activities (harvesting,
packing, processing and distribution) (5 to 7 years).

KALEPA, KAUAI
• Convert 500 acres to productive diversified
agriculture status (1 to 3 years). Selected
parcels will be targeted for land preparation
including tree clearing and amending the
conditions of the soil.
• Implement a crop rotation program (1 to 3
years). Develop a crop rotation framework
that includes both livestock and field crops.

KEKAHA, KAUAI
Convert 1,000 acres to productive diversified
agriculture status (1 to 3 years). Selected parcels
will be targeted for land preparation including
tree clearing and amending the conditions of the
soil.
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Irrigation System Development & Maintenance: In addition to agricultural lands on
Kauai and Oahu, the ADC also manages the Waiahole Water System. The ADC
continues to work with its farmers to improve and maintain critical infrastructure
necessary to support agricultural operations. In addition to ongoing maintenance of
existing infrastructure, the ADC is also developing new infrastructure and improving
water storage capacity by constructing reservoirs and storage ponds to ensure
farmers have a consistent and affordable supply of irrigation water.
Goal: Assure the continued availability of adequate, reasonably priced water to lands
to accommodate present and future agricultural activities.
Objective(s):
• To develop a master irrigation plan which incorporates system development,
watershed management and water recycling.
• To maintain and improve the efficiency of existing irrigations systems.
• To expand agricultural water resources.

CENTRAL OAHU

WAHIAWA, OAHU

Implement the Central Oahu
Watershed Management Plan (5 to
7 years).

Incorporate R-1 water from the
Wahiawa Wastewater Treatment
Plant into the agriculture system (5
to 10 years).

Rehabilitate the existing Waiahole
Water System which includes
constructing a reservoir, back-up
well development, enclosing highrisk sections, and improving data
gathering (1 to 5 years).

Expand system capacity by
acquiring and incorporating 3
existing wells (1 to 3 years).
Develop additional reservoirs to
accumulate surface water and
incorporate into the agriculture
system (2 to 5 years).
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IRRIGATION SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT &
MAINTENANCE

ACTION ITEMS

KALEPA, KAUAI
• Work with the Department of Land and Natural Resources to rehabilitate the
Hanamaulu ditch portion of the existing irrigation system (2 to 5 years).
• Improve the Christian Crossing Bridge which provides access for standard
trucks and heavy equipment (1 to 3 years).
KEKAHA, KAUAI
• Pressurize the existing irrigation system (1 to 5 years).
• Rehabilitate the existing irrigation system including repair of the hydro-electric
plant (2 to 5 years).
• Work with the Kekaha Agriculture Association to improve the Kekaha Bridge
which provides access for standard trucks and heavy equipment (1 to 3 years).
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Improve Components of the Food System: A food system includes all processes and
infrastructure involved in feeding a population: growing, harvesting, processing,
packaging, transporting, marketing, consumption, and disposal of food and food-related
items. It also includes the inputs needed and outputs generated at each of these steps.
A food system operates within and is influenced by social, political, economic and
environmental contexts. It also requires human resources that provide labor, research
and education.
Goal: To improve the productivity of agriculture operations by providing brick and
mortar facilities, as needed, and to promote efficient profitability by enticing the
development of applied research and innovation on State lands and in State facilities.
Objective: Identify and deploy viable new techniques and tools to improve crop and
livestock yield and marketability.

ACTION ITEMS

Research & Development:
• Greenhouse development to lower costs and implement new technology
• Plant breeding to develop new varietal and cultivar annually
• Improve the handling and processing of papaya
• Increase the ‘ulu industry to productive scale
Marketing:
• Increase exposure of emerging crops that include, but are not limited to, tilapia
and ‘ulu for local, as well as export markets such as papaya.
• Provide available space to producers who can afford to construct their own food
hub facility.
Kekaha, Kauai:
• Develop a central food hub to accommodate processing, packing, storage and
distribution
• Develop a workforce housing solution with private partner
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HRS 163D-5(a) Requirements: Over the past 25 years, all of the plantations have
closed and many of the 9 items listed in 163D are obsolete or duplicate the function of
the Hawaii Department of Agriculture. ADC will refocus its efforts on current and
relevant priorities.
[1994] HRS 163D-5(a) The corporation shall prepare the Hawaii agribusiness plan which
shall define and establish goals, objectives, policies, and priority guidelines for its
agribusiness development strategy. The plan shall include but not be limited to the
below.
1994 REPORT REQUIREMENT

2020 ADC COMMENTS

An inventory of agricultural lands with
suitable adequate water resources that
are or will become available due to the
downsizing of the sugar and pineapple
industries that can be used to meet
present and future agricultural
production needs.

Information provided by HDOA
“Statewide Agricultural Land Use
Baseline 2015” report.

An inventory of agricultural infrastructure
that will be abandoned by sugar and
pineapple industries such as irrigation
systems, drainage systems, processing
facilities, and other accessory facilities.

Useful inventory has been accounted for
over the past 25 years.

An analysis of imported agricultural
products and the potential for increasing
local production to replace imported
products in a manner that complements
existing local producers and increases
Hawaii's agricultural self-sufficiency.

Support provided by HDOA Agricultural
Development Division.

Alternatives in the establishment of
sound financial programs to promote the
development of diversified agriculture.

Support provided by HDOA Agricultural
Loan Division, DBEDT and the private
sector.

Feasible strategies for the promotion,
marketing, and distribution of Hawaii
agricultural products in local, national,
and international markets.

Support provided by HDOA Agricultural
Development Division. ADC will focus
on production development.
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1994 REPORT REQUIREMENT

2020 ADC COMMENTS

Programs to promote and facilitate the
absorbing of displaced agricultural
workers into alternative agricultural
enterprises.

Current issue is the lack of farm labor.

Strategies to insure the provision of
adequate air and surface transportation
services and supporting facilities to
support the agricultural industry in
meeting local, national, and international
market needs.

Information provided in “The Demand
for Interisland Shipping and the Impact
of Shipping Costs on Hawaii Agricultural
Production 2008” report.

Proposals to improve the gathering of
data and the timely presentation of
information on market demands and
trends that can be used to plan future
harvests and production.

Support provided by HDOA Agricultural
Development Division.

Strategies for federal and state
legislative actions that will promote the
development and enhancement of
Hawaii's agricultural industries.

Collaborate with Federal, State, County
and Stakeholder organizations to
support agriculture initiatives.
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APPENDIX 1
PAST AGRICULTURE STRATEGIC

PLANS
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LRB Report: No Further Study Needed; Implementation Needed:
Perhaps the most emphatic comment in this regard came from Ms. Stephanie Whalen,
President and Director of HARC:

With respect to the preparation of a Hawaii agribusiness plan I would like to bring
to your attention if you haven't already discovered it that there have been at least
8 such plans without implementation since 1966. These were either called State
Agricultural Plans or State Agricultural Functional Plans or similar titles. None of
these plans have been implemented nor is there much difference among them.
The issues have been recognized for decades; solutions have been suggested;
little implementation has occurred.

Ms. Whalen goes on to note, as do other respondents, that "The Hawaii Farm Bureau
Federation, an organization representing the farming community, has the most recently
developed A Strategic Plan for Hawaii's Agriculture…. As all the state plans before it, it
identifies what needs to be done. What is needed is for all the support organizations to
work with this 'plan' and develop and support action items within their expertise for
implementation." Further in her response she states: "If the goal of this is to support
agricultural (sic), then another plan is not needed. What is needed is a recognition that
the necessary elements have been identified over and over again in the past 4 decades
in at least 9 plans already."
In a similar note, Ms. Teena Rasmussen, Chairperson of ADC states: "The Hawaii Farm
Bureau Federation completed a very comprehensive plan titled 'Strategic Plan for
Hawaii's Agriculture.'…We urge the LRB to look at these plans and studies in detail and
avoid a duplication of effort." Also, the Maui County Farm Bureau stated: "The Hawaii
Farm Bureau Federation has prepared and regularly updates a Strategic Vision and
Implementation Actions for Agriculture in Hawaii. …We strongly recommend that this
Vision and Plan be used as the basis a (sic) Hawaii Agribusiness Plan. Duplication of effort
is counterproductive. Rather, time would be better spent further developing the
implementation actions."
Similarly, HFBF notes: "ADC should expound on the existing general agricultural plans
and move into the implementation state with annual review of performance and
measurement standards." Further in its response, HFBF states: "The Bureau should use
existing agricultural plans such as the Farm Bureaus' (sic) strategic plan and the DOA's
general agricultural plan. This will reduce duplication of resources and efforts to start a
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whole new plan. At this point, we should be updating or implementing sections within
these plans." Finally, HC&S (?) states: “Preparing a new Plan may not be needed …
rather implementation of an existing plan.”
Due to the prominence with which the HFBF's plan is mentioned in many responses, a
quick review of that plan is warranted. The plan opens with an introduction and vision
followed by a stated purpose.

The purpose of this plan is to evaluate the production, financial, marketing, and
distribution problems and opportunities facing Hawaii's agriculture. The plan
provides a roadmap to formulate a strategy to address issues hindering Hawaii's
agriculture and to fully realize its potential. By identifying each issue, attention can
be focused on reaching new or different solutions. This third version begins to
identify some of the actions that have taken place and sets into the
implementation phase of the Plan.

Private sector motivation must be the driver to move these goals and objectives forward.
Agriculture should not rely on government or others to determine its future.
Government's role must be limited to providing the political, regulatory, and
infrastructural support needed to enhance agriculture.
Previous Agriculture Plans Summary | Section 1 (identified by Paul Schwind 2000)
Hawaii State Plan
Next to the Constitution in importance, the State Plan (first enacted in 1978) contains
legislatively adopted agricultural and agriculture-related objectives, policies and priority
guidelines. The three primary objectives of the State Plan for agriculture are (1) viability
of Hawaii's sugar and pineapple industries, (2) growth and development of diversified
agriculture throughout the State, and (3) an agriculture industry that continues to
constitute a dynamic and essential component of Hawaii's strategic economic and social
well-being. These broad objectives are fleshed out b) policies (long-range courses of
action to be carried out to achieve the objectives), and priority guidelines (focus for
public and private actions to address major statewide problems requiring more
immediate attention). The State Plan Policy Council, which had been the core of the
statewide planning coordination and implementation system for the State Plan, was
abolished by the Legislature in 1991.
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The State Plan distinguishes policies and priority guidelines in the sense that a guideline
“may be deviated from without penalty or sanction.” implying that there might be some
legal penalty or sanction for deviating from a policy. But priority guidelines are further
defined as those which "shall take precedence when addressing areas of statewide
concern.” The State Plan policies and priority guidelines for agriculture are stated in full
in Appendix A and are cited as appropriate in the following sections.
Hawaii State Constitution
The most fundamental direction for agricultural planning is contained in the State
Constitution, as amended by the Constitutional Convention of 1978:

The State shall conserve and protect agricultural lands, promote diversified
agriculture, increase agricultural self-sufficiency and assure the availability of
agriculturally suitable lands. The legislature shall provide standards and criteria to
accomplish the foregoing.
Lands identified by the State as important agricultural lands needed to fulfill the
purposes above shall not be reclassified by the State or rezoned by its political
subdivisions without meeting the standards and criteria established by the
legislature and approved by a two-thirds vote of the body responsible for the
reclassification or rezoning action.

Notwithstanding the explicit direction adopted by the electorate more than twenty years
ago. The Legislature has to date failed to enact the standards and criteria for
conservation and protection of important agricultural lands. (The identification and
inventory of such lands is discussed below.)
DOA State Agriculture Functional Plan
This is the only plan specifically for agriculture to have achieved a measure of official
acceptance. As such, the Functional Plan (prepared by the Department of Agriculture
(DOA) with advice from an Advisory Committee appointed by the Governor) identifies
priority issues in agriculture and contains objectives, policies. Also identified is
implementing actions including legislative proposals: initiatives for organization,
management programs, and services; and development of facilities or physical
infrastructure.
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As originally conceived, the Functional Plans were intended to be adopted by concurrent
resolution of the Legislature upon the findings and recommendations of the State Plan
Policy Council, and the Plan for agriculture was adopted in this manner in 1985.
Subsequently, Functional Plans were to be submitted to the Legislature by the Governor
for information only, along with the Policy Council's findings and recommendations; it is
in this form that the last Agriculture Functional Plan was completed and approved by
Governor John Waihee on May 22. 1991. After the abolition of the Policy Council,
Functional Plans were to be prepared in accordance with guidelines developed by the
Department of Budget and Finance; but inasmuch as such guidelines were not
forthcoming, preparation of Functional Plans effectively ceased after 1991.
Implementation of the State Agriculture Functional Plan has also met evolving purposes
over the years as the Hawaii State Plan underwent amendments. Initially, Functional Plans
were not to be used as statements or interpretations of State policy without legislative
approval. Later. the Plans were to be used as guidelines to implement State policies
adopted by the Legislature. Most recently, Functional Plans are to be used "to guide the
allocation of resources" for the implementation of legislatively adopted policies. The
issue areas and a selection of the objectives, policies, and actions for which the DOA
was the lead agency for implementation in its last Functional Plan are stated in Appendix
B. and are cited as appropriate in the following sections.
OSP Transformation of Hawaii’s Agriculture
The former Office of State Planning (OSP) produced a document in 1994 which proposed
a comprehensive, coordinated mechanism to guide the transformation from the
dominance of the sugar and pineapple industries to market-driven, fully diversified
agribusiness. The OSP document proposed that the former Governor's Agriculture
Coordinating Committee (GACC) be the lead agency ("the voice of the Governor") for
implementation of a "transformed agriculture" through the mechanism of commodity
industry “Action Groups.” These Action Groups would consist of partnerships of public
and private interests (“statespersons and stakeholders”) empowered by their linkages to
achieve specific goals and objectives.
The former OSP saw itself as the logical focus for a leadership role in a “Transformation
Action Group” involved with the advocacy of agriculture in the context of broad,
“transcommodity” issues. However. OSP also foresaw an important role for the ADC as
a semi-government corporation to facilitate the transformation of agricultural
infrastructure from plantation operations into other agricultural enterprises by means of
projects self-funded by their own beneficiaries. The general bottleneck areas identified
in agriculture by OSP, and examples of the kinds of actions envisioned for ADC, are
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summarized in Appendix C; these and additional materials from the "Transformation"
document are also referred to as appropriate in the following sections.
DOA New Opportunities for Agriculture in Hawaii
Independently of the OSP's "Transformation" document as well as the strictures of the
Functional Plan process, the Department of Agriculture (DOA) prepared its own
assessment of the need for an empowered "champion" or advocate and leader for
agriculture in Hawaii. In the "Blueprint Plan," the DOA envisioned a future in which prime
agricultural lands were fully utilized by a diversified, intensive, and technologically
sophisticated agricultural industry developed in a dynamic public/private partnership.
The "Blueprint" was approved by the Board of Agriculture [for the purpose of review
and comment] in December. 1994. and presented to a conference at the College of
Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources (CTAHR) at the University of Hawaii in April
1995.
Not surprisingly, the "Blueprint" foresaw DOA as the "torch bearer" and catalyst for
planning with implementation supported primarily by the agricultural development
plans, projects, and facility programs of the ADC and the agricultural research,
development and extension activities of the Hawaii Agriculture Research Center (HARC)
[former Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association]. However, in a departmental restructuring
which accompanied a more than twenty percent reduction in workforce, the DOA's
Planning and Development Office was eliminated in September 1996 and its functions
were placed within the Chairperson's office with reduced staffing.
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DOA Hawaii's Agriculture: 2000 and Beyond
The DOA established a more commodity specific vision in 1996 with short-term
"benchmark" goals by crop and livestock categories. The vision foresees Hawaii as an
agricultural center for production, marketing, and technology transfer -- a "Holland of
the Pacific" for potted plants and cut flowers -- and looks to agriculture as a growth
opportunity in which Hawaii can be competitive and reduce its dependency on tourism.
In its "Agriculture 2000" document, the Department sought a 15 to 30 percent increase
in farm production value, or a dollar increase of from $50 to $100 million, between 1994
and the year 2000. Examples of means by which these production goals could be
achieved include creation of a hog breeding operation; overcoming Japanese
quarantine restrictions against potted foliage plants; preservation of irrigation resources
(ditch systems) throughout the State; encouraging local production of livestock feed:
control of papaya ringspot virus; test marketing of tropical specialty fruits treated by
irradiation to prevent fruit fly infestation; development of a center for biological control:
support of "eco” or "green" tourism; and use of vacant lands for agroforestry
(production of high-value hardwoods).
ADC Progress Report Draft Outline
The ADC reorganized internally during 1997 to become more project focused: this focus
is reflected in the Draft Outline of the Hawaii Agribusiness Plan included in the Progress
Report incorporated in the ADC Annual Report for that year. The report notes that
103,400 acres and 193 million gallons per day (MGD) of irrigation water have become
available since 1990 due to closure of sugar plantations, with only modest gains in
acreage planted and infrastructure utilized in other types of crops. The ADC has seen
itself as playing a complementary role to DOA in achieving the goal of transforming
Hawaii's agricultural industry into one of farmers empowered by an entrepreneurial,
market- driven philosophy. In the past, ADC fulfilled this role by assisting dislocated
agricultural workers make the transition into their own fanning operations. In the future,
ADC expects to focus more on projects with the greatest effect on the entire industry, in
particular preserving and making available critical land, roadways, and water delivery
infrastructure.
The projects prioritized in the Draft Outline of the Hawaii Agribusiness Plan are (1)
purchase of the Waiahole Water System, (2) restoration of Lower Hamakua Ditch, (3)
profitable agricultural reuse of Waipio Peninsula, (4) feasibility investigation of a Hawaii
Freight Consolidation Center along with West Coast Redistribution Centers, and (5) new
subdivision standards for Reparcelization of Agriculturally Zoned Lands. To these five
projects, a sixth was added in 1998, (6) a Marketing Inventory of Former Sugarcane Lands
and Water Systems, to publicize the availability and suitability of these resources for a
variety of new crops.
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RETA-H Marketing Inventory
This is the second example of a concept proposal submitted by the ADC for federal
funds through the Rural Economic Transition Assistance Hawaii (RETA-H) program. In the
first example, the concept proposal for the Waipio Peninsula project was approved, and
ADC was invited to submit a full proposal for $100,000 in matching funds for engineering
and feasibility studies of off-site water source development and on-site infrastructure
layout and costs on 600 arable acres of former sugarcane land (and 52 acres requiring
fill and stabilization), which may be used for seed corn, silage, and soybean production.
In the second example, ADC is seeking $400,000 to inventory 60 to 80 sugarcane water
systems and adjacent lands in detail as to their sources of water, ownership, capacity,
average flow, condition, personnel, operating costs, and location of agricultural lands
served. This information is essential to the State's efforts to attract small diversified family
farms with financing to start up and expand operations on lands formerly utilized in
sugarcane production.
DOA Agricultural Water Use and Development Plan
As part of the Hawaii Water Plan required under the State Water Code, each County
shall prepare a Water Use and Development Plan, and the appropriate agency
(Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) shall prepare a State Water Projects
Plan. To this was added in 1998 the Agricultural Water Use and Development Plan, to
be prepared by DOA and submitted to the Legislature before the Regular Session of
2000. The Agricultural Water Plan is to include a master inventory of irrigation water
systems, identifying the extent of rehabilitation needed, subsidy required for the cost of
repair and maintenance, and criteria to prioritize the rehabilitation of systems. The Plan
shall develop a five-year program to repair the irrigation systems and set up a long-range
plan for their management.
CTAHR Strategic Plan
The College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources (CTAHR) at the University of
Hawaii recently issued an undated five-year Strategic Plan to guide it through the
aftermath of a period of severe budget restrictions in which the College experienced a
15 percent increase in student enrollment and a net loss of 49 professional positions.
The vision of CTAHR is that it will be "the premier resource for tropical agricultural
systems and resource management in the Asia-Pacific region." In its mission, CTAHR is
committed to "the preparation of students and all citizens of Hawaii for life in the global
community through research and educational programs supporting tropical agricultural
systems that foster viable communities, a diversified economy, and a healthy
environment." The two centerpieces of the Strategic Plan are (I) a comprehensive
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reorganization of CTAHR's staff and resources into six departments from eleven; and (2)
rejuvenation of outreach and Extension programs to make the College's new academic
programs and its research results more accessible to the citizens of Hawaii. New faculty,
staff, and capital improvement funds are needed for all of these efforts.

USDA/HACC Action Plan Statement
A document prepared by the "USDA/Hawaii Agricultural Coordinating Committee"
suggests a joint Federal/State effort at outlining the essential content of a new plan for
agriculture in Hawaii. The action statements are organized into eleven categories,
consisting of Market Development. Pest Management, Quarantine Treatment,
Biotechnology Development, Forestry Development, Reuse of Agricultural Lands. Rural
Infrastructure Development, Agricultural Financial Assistance, Conservation and
Resource Management, Transportation, and Other Issues. The statements are a response
by the Office of the Governor to a request from Senator Daniel K. Inouye that the State
of Hawaii develop a Memorandum of Understanding with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. The document is distinguished by reference to a number of Federal agencies
which may be role players in the agricultural development process in Hawaii. These
agencies include the Foreign Agricultural Service, Agricultural Research Service and
Rural Business Cooperative Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).
Hawaii Agriculture Research Center
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No survey of agribusiness development efforts in Hawaii would be complete without
specific reference to the programs of the Hawaii Agriculture Research Center (HARC),
which during 1997 completed its transformation from its predecessor organization, the
Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association (HSPA). The historical focus of HARC (HSPA) has
been on plant breeding and selection for sugarcane, more recently augmented by
related research in diversified crops such as acacia koa and eucalyptus (commercial forest
products), coffee, papaya, pineapple, banana, asparagus, and taro. The administrative
structure of HARC reflects its blend of old and new emphases, with its Board of Directors
consisting of representatives from sugar producing companies, assisted by an Advisory
Council of representatives from the Hawaii Farm Bureau Federation, the forestry, coffee,
papaya, macadamia nut, seed com, and pineapple industries, and DOA and CTAHR.
HARC supports the Farm Bureau's Commodity Advisory Group in helping export +
industries solve problems related to land, water, transportation, marketing, and the
environment. HARC also works cooperatively with DOA, CTAHR and USDA to share
expertise, facilities, and other resources. HARC's budget is symptomatic of its eclectic
nature with 60 percent of its funding coming from the private sector, 21 percent from
the State, and 19 percent from the Federal Government.
Section 2: Recent Agriculture Plans
The Hawaii 2050 Sustainability Plan was published in 2008 in accordance with Act 8,
Special Session Laws of 2005. Act 8, Special Session Laws of 2005 requires the State
Auditor, with the assistance of the Office of Planning, to update this plan every ten years;
due to a lack of funding for the update of this plan, the Office of Planning, through the
State’s Sustainability Coordinator, conducted an evaluation of the metrics and indicators
established by the 2008 Hawaii 2050 Sustainability Plan. This evaluation and
measurement was the first of its kind over the past decade. This report reviews the data
collected over the course of this ten-year measurement of Hawaii’s progress toward
sustainability according to the Hawaii 2050 Sustainability Plan’s 5 goals, 9 “2020
benchmarks”, 22 strategic actions, and 55 indicators.
Hawaii Farm Bureau Federation: A Strategic Plan for Hawaii’s Agriculture 2004
The Hawaii Farm Bureau is a grassroots non-profit organization founded by Hawaii
farmers and ranchers and working with organizations, communities and individuals
involved in all aspects of the Agricultural Industry in Hawaii. The purpose of the plan is
to evaluate the production, financial, marketing, and distribution problems and
opportunities facing Hawaii's agriculture. The plan provides a roadmap to formulate a
strategy to address issues hindering Hawaii's agriculture and to fully realize its potential.
By identifying each issue, attention can be focused on reaching new or different
solutions. This third version begins to identify some of the actions that have taken place
and sets into the implementation phase of the Plan. Private sector motivation must be
21

the driver to move these goals and objectives forward. Agriculture should not rely on
government or others to determine its future. Government's role must be limited to
providing the political, regulatory, and infrastructural support needed to enhance
agriculture.
DBEDT Office of Planning: Increased Food Security and Food Self-Sufficiency Strategy
2012
The “Increased Food Security and Food Self-Sufficiency Strategy” sets forth objectives,
policies and actions to increase the amount of locally grown food consumed by Hawaii’s
residents. The economic impact of food import replacement is significant. Replacing just
10% of the food Hawaii currently imports would amount to approximately $313 million
dollars which would remain in the State. The Strategy recommends actions to market
“Buy Local/It Matters” and to brand and label local food products. The Strategy
emphasizes increasing production by strengthening agricultural infrastructure i.e.
agricultural parks, irrigation systems and distribution systems/facilities. It also
recommends actions to provide for food safety, pest prevention and control, workforce
training, research and extension services, and policy and organizational support. A
critical factor towards successful implementation will be building partnerships with the
increasing number of organizations involved in food self-sufficiency/ food security.
Agriculture Strategy Working Group: A Strategic Direction for Agriculture in Hawaii 2017
Focused on addressing the following issues: 1) Identify regions to develop economies of
scale for the purposes of cost control and price competitiveness; 2) Identify commodities
that can replace imports and commodities that will increase exports (i.e., value-added
products) based on private distributors; 3) Match commodities with regional pilot project
areas to see growth potential; and 4) Create a comprehensive approach to address
problems of housing, workforce training, and research.
DBEDT Office of Planning: Hawaii 2050 Sustainability Plan Ten Year Measurement
Update (2008-2017) 2018
The Hawaii 2050 Sustainability Plan was published in 2008 in accordance with Act 8,
Special Session Laws of 2005. Act 8, Special Session Laws of 2005 requires the State
Auditor, with the assistance of the Office of Planning, to update this plan every ten years;
due to a lack of funding for the update of this plan, the Office of Planning, through the
State’s Sustainability Coordinator, conducted an evaluation of the metrics and indicators
established by the 2008 Hawaii 2050 Sustainability Plan. This evaluation and
measurement was the first of its kind over the past decade. This report reviews the data
collected over the course of this ten-year measurement of Hawaii’s progress toward
sustainability according to the Hawaii 2050 Sustainability Plan’s 5 goals, 9 “2020
benchmarks”, 22 strategic actions, and 55 indicators.
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MAPS
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CENTRAL OAHU
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KALEPA, KAUAI
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KEKAHA, KAUAI
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WAIAHOLE WATER SYSTEM, OAHU
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